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CHALLENGES:
●● Limited server space
●● Downtime due to poor tech support
●● Keeping up with software and license updates

SERVICES DELIVERED:
●● xComplete
●● xBackup
●● xPhone
●● xConnect

THE PROCESS:
Future Fence Company is a company based in Warren, Michigan that specializes
in the design and installation of fencing, ranging in style and quality from chain
link to decorative solid walls.
After working with Xpert Technologies, Future Fence Company made the
decision to upgrade their infrastructure to better suit their storage and
connectivity needs. In addition, they decided to take steps towards unifying their
communications and backing up their data with additional layers of redundancy.

THE RESULT:
Xpert learned the ins and outs of Future Fence Company’s business and
designed a budget-friendly solution with all of their pain points in mind. After
the end of the project, Future Fence Company smoothed out their workflows,
eliminated downtime and distractions, and experienced increased storage
capability and connectivity. Ongoing support has helped them leverage their new
IT solutions as effectively as possible.
Thanks to their ongoing partnership with Xpert, Future Fence Company has access
to technology that gives them a distinct competitive advantage in their market.
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“The impact that Xpert Technologies has made has
definitely allowed us to keep people more focused
on their specific tasks; having our engineers, our
estimators, our salesmen really be able to focus
on the items that they’re responsible for instead of
having to figure out those tech nuances.
It helps us become a better company, and I think a
lot of that has to do with being a partner of Xpert
and having them take on the duties and roles of
much more than just simple, day-to-day tasks.”
— Joe Hollowell
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